
In 2010, the exoneration of Greg Taylor, release of the Wolf/Swecker Report, and the appointment of a
new Interim Lab Director created conditions for the perfect storm. In the wake of the highly publicized
decision of the North Carolina Innocence Commission Three- Judge Panel to exonerate Gregory Taylor
and free him from his life sentence based on a 1993 conviction for the first degree homicide of Jaquetta
Thomas, the North Carolina Attorney General's Office (NCAGO) commissioned an independent review of
the performance of the Forensic Biology Section within the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation
(SBI) Laboratory which began in March 2010. After the conclusion of the Three-Judge Panel, release of
the Wolf/Swecker Report (The report was titled An Independent Review of the SBI Forensic Laboratory,
also referred to as the Wolf/Swecker Report from the authors Chris Swecker and Michael Wolf), and
subsequent negative media coverage about the lab, the SBI Director and the SBI Lab Director (SBI
Assistant Director) were reassigned. Laboratory staff had extremely low morale, frustration and in many
cases departed the lab.

All these occurrences created undue stress, low morale and a negative work environment that resulted
in an exodus of employees.  This session will examine how the NC State Crime Laboratory conquered
and moved beyond the negative to become a thriving, high production Crime laboratory.

The resulting report titled An Independent Review of the SBI Forensic Laboratory (also referred
to as the Wolf/Swecker Report from the authors Chris Swecker and Michael Wolf) raised serious
issues about laboratory reporting practices from 1987-2003 and the potential that information
that was material and even favorable to the defense of criminal charges filed was withheld or
misrepresented. The factors that contributed to these issues range from poorly crafted policy;
lack of objectivity, the absence of clear report writing guidance; inattention to reporting
methods that left too much discretion to the individual Analyst: lack of transparency: and
ineffective management and oversight of the Forensic Biology Section from 1987 through 2003.

The basis for the Three-Judge Panel's ruling of factual innocence was not articulated at the
conclusion of the hearing nor in the final written order. However, considerable courtroom
argument and media attention were devoted to the testimony of SBI Special Agent (SA) Duane
Deaver regarding serology test reports prepared by him in 1993 when he was a Serology Analyst
assigned to the SBI laboratory. SA Deaver's reports and testimony focused on items of evidence
he tested that were introduced in Taylor's original trial that revealed “chemical indications for
the presence of blood" on parts of Taylor's vehicle. Although Deaver did not testify at Taylor's
trial, his report was introduced into evidence thru a local police Detective and the contents were
the subject of oral testimony by the Detective. Through the testimony of this Detective evidence
was introduced that blood had been identified on Taylor's SUV which was found near the crime
scene. After the testimony of the Detective both the Prosecution and Defense Attorneys
referred to the evidence as "blood" for the duration of the trial. Fourteen years later Tom Ford,
the Wake County Assistant District Attorney who originally prosecuted Taylor was also assigned
to represent the State of North Carolina in the Innocence Inquiry Commission hearing involving
Taylor. In August, 2009, while preparing for the February, 2010 judicial hearing before the
Three-Judge Panel, Ford met with SA Deaver regarding the serology tests he had conducted in
1991 for the Jaquetta Thomas homicide investigation. SA Deaver, who was assigned to the SBI
Laboratory as a Serology Analyst from 1986 to 1993, advised Ford that in addition to
conducting less sensitive presumptive tests for the presence of blood on items associated with
Taylor's vehicle, he had also conducted more sensitive confirmatory tests on those same
items. SA Deaver showed Ford his lab notes containing his handwritten notations that indicated



the results of the confirmatory tests for blood were negative, a fact that was not mentioned in
SA Deaver's final report. That report simply stated that there were "chemical indications for the
presence of blood" on the items associated with Taylor's SUV. At this point Ford contacted the
Executive Director of the Innocence Inquiry Commission and advised that he had learned that
confirmatory serology tests for the presence of blood on Taylor's vehicle had been conducted
before Taylor's original trial and that these tests had yielded negative results. He pointed out
that this fact was not mentioned in any final laboratory report. Ford suggested that the
Commission carefully review the SBI Forensic laboratory notes of SA Deaver and compare them
with the corresponding final lab reports. Even though the presence of blood on Taylor's vehicle
was consistent with Taylor's latest contention before the Innocence Commission that he must
have driven through the crime scene after Jaquetta Thomas was murdered, Ford felt that he was
obligated to take the cautionary step of calling the circumstances of the serology tests to the
attention of the Innocence Commission's Executive Director. There is no record that these
notes were ever provided to Taylor's original defense team before, during or after the 1993
trial, nor in subsequent appeals, Motions for Appropriate Relief or other post-conviction relief
petitions. The notes first surfaced when the Innocence Inquiry Commission was provided SA
Deaver's laboratory notes by the SBI in preparation for the September, 2009 hearing. The
Commission did not attach significance to the difference between the test results documented
in the notes and the results contained in the final report because of Taylor's statement that he
must have driven through the crime scene. As a result minimal attention or testimony was
devoted to the discrepancy in the hearing. Later, Taylor legal team member, Mike Klinkosum
closely reviewed the differences between the serology test reports and SA Deaver's lab notes,
and identified the discrepancy as a significant point in their efforts to support Taylor's claim of
Innocence at the upcoming Three-Judge panel hearing.
Taylor's Attorney, Joe Cheshire, argued at the Three-Judge Panel hearing that SBI Analyst
Deaver's failure to report the negative results of confirmatory tests he conducted for the
presence of blood on Taylor's vehicle was not only new evidence of Taylor's innocence, but
the reports themselves were “incorrect, false and misleading" and possibly even "criminal
obstruction of justice”. SA Deaver, who had not served in the Lab since 1993, testified before
the Three-Judge Panel in 2010 that the practice of not reporting negative confirmatory blood
test results which followed positive presumptive tests in the final lab report was "policy" of
the SBI at the time of the 1993 trial, and that the language used in his lab report was standard
verbiage prescribed by the SBI and the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors l
Laboratory Accreditation Board. (ASCLD/LAB).

After the conclusion of the Three-Judge Panel, release of the Wolf/Swecker Report, an SBI internal
investigation by Professional Standards and subsequent negative media coverage about the lab, the SBI
Director and the SBI Lab Director (SBI Assistant Director) were reassigned without explanation or
communication from the NCAGO to the laboratory staff.  The minimal communication from the
Department of Justice and the SBI to the laboratory resulted in extremely low morale, frustration and in
many cases the departure of several laboratory employees.  Retired NC appellate Court Judge Joseph
(Joe) R. John, Sr. was named interim lab director in October 2010.  The NC General Assembly passed the
2011 Forensic Science Act creating unfunded mandates to create an Ombudsman, a Forensic Science
Advisory Board, obtain laboratory accreditation by international standards (ISO 17025), and required
independent scientist certification.  The 2011 Forensic Science Act also renamed the SBI Laboratory to
the NC State Crime Laboratory.  In 2013, the NC General Assembly established the Lab as a separate
division within the Department of Justice.  In 2014, the NC General Assembly transferred the SBI to the
Department of Public Safety.




